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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to understand how a teacher designs a learning model. Many writings discuss models of learning, but can not be applied in a learning process. This paper is expected to provide teacher experience in planning and learning through development models. Planning is essential because it is a managerial process to determine what to do and how to do it, and the goals to be achieved and work programs developed to achieve goals. Therefore, learning planning is a decision-making process resulting from reasoning about specific learning goals and objectives, namely behavioral changes and a series of activities that must be carried out to achieve these goals by using all existing potential and learning resources. By integrating a study, one can see the types of material that have a relationship with each other, e.g., learning characters and morals that, if studied, will lead to one point, namely a good personality. More generally, there are moral and character values when integrating fields of study, such as the field of religious education and character integrated with the field of civic education. Materials can be selected in learning to integrate several types of development models, including ASSURE, ADDIE, Jerold E. Kamp, et al., Dick & Carey, and Gerlach&Ely.

INTRODUCTION

A lesson’s primary goal is to change and increase students’ abilities. Learning goals will be achieved to the maximum if it starts with a plan because without properly planning activities, it can turn into a mess. After all, we do not have an overview and management of the activities to be carried out (Hisbullah, 2020). The education system is a series of sub-systems or elements of education that are interrelated in realizing its success, where there are goals, curriculum, materials, methods, educators, students, tools, tools, and approaches (Ilham, 2020). Therefore, in learning activities, for teachers to prepare everything through planning, learning activities is something that must be done for the success of learning to be carried out.

The learning model is a plan or a pattern that is used as a guide in planning classroom learning. The learning model refers to the learning approach that will be used, including teaching objectives, stages in learning activities, learning environment, and class management (Trianto, 2013). Furthermore, Trianto added that the learning model is a conceptual framework that describes systematic procedures for organizing learning experiences to achieve specific learning objectives, and has a function as 11 guidelines for learning designers and teachers in planning and implementing teaching and learning activities (Trianto, 2017).

There are several classroom action types of research discussing the advantages of an application of a learning model to improve student learning outcomes. One of them explains that using a learning model in the learning process in the classroom increases student motivation and learning outcomes so
that learning becomes more active (Hisbullah & Firman, 2019). Therefore, it can be concluded that the learning model is a conceptual framework that describes a systematic procedure for organizing learning experiences to achieve specific learning objectives (Alannasir, 2020) and serves as a guide for instructional designers and teachers in designing and implementing the teaching and learning process.

**Planning of Learning**

Planning is the initial activity in every action that is carried out later, whether it is carried out in writing, or only in someone’s thoughts (Ananda, 2019). Kast and Rosenzweig explained that planning is the process of deciding in advance, what will be done, and how (Sijatri, 2010). Planning includes the entire mission, identification of critical results, and setting specific goals as well as developing policies, programs, and procedures to achieve these goals.

Planning, in a pure sense, can be explained as a process of preparing things that will be done in the future to achieve a predetermined goal. Planning is the process of preparing and determining the goals and methods that must be taken to achieve the stated goals (Rosyadi & Pardjono, 2015). In planning the teaching of learning, the Indonesia teacher must pay attention to the learning system that will cover all actions from the teaching and learning process (Baharuddin, n.d.; Suryapermana, 2017). Therefore, if the implementation of the teaching and learning process is outside and away from the system, then whatever the Indonesia teacher hopes and pursues in learning activities will only reap failure and suffering, and this is the beginning of disaster in the world of education. Based on the explanation above, it can be understood that planning has four elements that surround it. The four elements are: (1) the existence of goals that must be achieved, (2) the existence of a strategy to achieve the objectives, (3) resources that can support, and (4) the implementation of each decision.

A process learning carried out by teachers in guiding, assisting, and directing students to have a learning experience. In other words, learning is a way of preparing learning experiences for students (Nadilir, 2013). Learning activities are related to how teachers teach and how students learn. In this case, learning is an activity that is realized and planned, which involves three things, namely, planning, implementation, and evaluation (Ilham, 2020; Qasim, 2016).

Ki Hajar Dewantara stated that learning was nothing but a part of education. Learning is nothing but the goal of education by providing knowledge or knowledge and skills (Shawmi, 2015). Also, learning is a learning and teaching interaction that takes place as a process of mutual influence between teachers and students, where between the two there is a relationship or communication of interaction, namely teachers teaching on the one hand and students learning on the other (Pane & Dasopang, 2017).

Furthermore, learning is a series of events that are planned to be delivered, to activate and encourage student learning, which is the process of assembling a learning situation (consisting of classrooms, students, and curriculum materials) to make learning easier (Fathurrohman, 2017). Furthermore, it is explained that learning is an interactive relationship between teachers and students; in this case, the teacher creates situations and conditions so that students can actively learn, through this interaction an active teaching-learning atmosphere or process will arise. Each student is busy learning and carrying out the assigned task by teachers (Simbolon, 2014).

From the previous explanation, it can be concluded that learning planning is a decision-making process as a result of reasoning about specific learning goals and objectives, namely changes in behavior and a series of activities that must be carried out to achieve these goals by utilizing all existing potential and learning resources.

**METHODS**

The research method used in this study is library research done by collecting articles or scientific papers related to learning planning, learning design, learning model. This research is qualitative, by observing phenomena in Indonesia, formulating problems that occur, and then related to the obtained literature. Data collection techniques are performed by tri-formulating (combined) literature review by collecting data, particularly verbal data, through books, articles, notes, and various other scientific literature. The data collected are then analyzed inductively to produce grounded theory, a theory that emerges from non-hypothesis data. Writing steps to prepare this article: 1) Choosing a problem; 2) a preliminary study; 3) formulating a problem; formulating objectives; 4) conducting a study; 5) making
RESULTS

Integration of Learning Models

1. Technology Integration of Teacher Learning

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is a term used to describe an exciting and innovative way to provide lifelong learning with global access to information, learning, and support (Fitriyadi, 2013). Anderson revealed that ICT includes many technologies that allow us to receive information and communicate or exchange information with other people, with devices and functions (Al-Maarij, 2019). In this case, ICT includes communication devices or applications, including radio, television, cellular telephones, computer and network hardware and software, satellite systems, as well as various services and applications related to them, such as video conferencing and distance learning. At the UNESCO consensus 2011, there was a consensus on the benefits to education through the appropriate use of ICT developments. The fundamental issue is whether teachers know how to use ICTs effectively in their teaching. How ICTs are used will depend on the subject being taught, the learning objectives, and the nature of the student. ICTs offer a fast-growing and attractive learning environment, blurring the boundaries between formal and informal education and inviting teachers to develop new ways of teaching and enabling students to learn.

With an ICT-based system, it will improve the quality of education for students in increasing motivation, facilitating the acquisition of necessary skills, promoting investigation and exploration, and preparing individuals for the impulses of the technological world. There are several benefits of using ICT in learning, namely as follows:

a. Learning materials are developed anywhere and can be accessed by students anywhere
b. Reducing physical barriers to access to learning, minimizing travel and living costs, and distance is no longer a determinant of marginalization.
c. Use of a network of teachers and advisors to structure processes and distribute ideas and materials to a broader audience
d. Interactive systems can generate formative data on learning progress and link to adaptive learning according to student needs
e. Students from different locations can learn and share learning resources
f. Teachers from different places and with different perspectives can share experiences and jointly develop learning resources

2. Integration of Science Literacy Against Teacher Learning

The relationship between science learning and scientific literacy can be seen from two steps, namely (1) science learning clarifies scientific literacy, which is said in general, (2) science learning helps science to be more valuable. The implementation of science learning involves an integration process that includes material content, processes, and skills. Integration content must be carried out in full through the learning process through methods, teacher readiness, experimental activities, facilities, and infrastructure (Baderiah & Ilham, 2019; Diah, 2020). Furthermore, science is a form of integration from the fields of biology, physics, chemistry, and biology, which are linked through each of the concepts contained in each field (Situmorang, 2016).

Implementation in science learning is in the spotlight of the government, which makes science learning must be contextual and based on problems related to everyday life. Depdiknas (2007) classifies science into three aspects, namely (1) life and health, (2) the earth and the environment, and (3) technology. The process of implementing science learning is, of course, inseparable from the nature of science. According to the Ministry of Education and Culture (2011) that at the teaching level, science must be able to build concepts from natural phenomena. Furthermore, science learning must follow an exact pattern in order to improve scientific thinking. Science learning must develop a scientific attitude. Then science learning must link the theoretical concepts to everyday life.

Based on the nature of science, of course, a science teacher must pay attention to the potential of their students by increasing interaction with science objects through experiments, practicums, or science experiments. The implementation of science learning, which contains the essence of science itself becomes a separate asset for each teacher to equip students with scientific literacy. Therefore,
In carrying out standards, it is necessary to conduct an assessment of the competency standards, and character education is a separate subject so that it requires a separate formulation of content standards. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to indicators of scientific literacy. According to Miller, scientific literacy is divided into three major parts, namely the understanding of citizenship, praxis, and culture, all of which are complementary to produce a holistic understanding (Ingias, 2016). Meanwhile, the evaluation process in literacy can include higher-order thinking investigations.

In the aspect of the scientific process, Schwab (2009) explains there are five indicators, namely: (1) describing scientific phenomena, (2) explaining scientific phenomena, (3) predicting scientific phenomena, (4) understanding scientific investigations, and (5) interpreting and concluding based on scientific evidence (Situmorang, 2016). Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an assessment of the material to maximize the ability of students so that the process of understanding scientific studies can be realized. The scientific process in the form of searching for, interpreting, and analyzing facts/data is a form of activity that has the potential to train students’ scientific literacy to determine indicators, subject matter, learning models, and the type of evaluation used. The integration of scientific literacy in science subjects is an important variable that must be started to be prepared.

3. Integration of Character Education in Teacher Learning

Responding to several weaknesses in the implementation of morals and character education (character education), primarily through the two subjects of Religious Education and Citizenship Education, innovative character education has been pursued. These innovations are as follows:

a. Character education is integrated into all subjects. The integration includes loading values in all subjects and implementing learning activities that facilitate the practice of values for all subjects in and outside the classroom.

b. Character education is also integrated into the implementation of student development activities.

c. Also, character education is carried out through the management of all affairs in the school, which involves all school members (Dianti, 2014).

Of the three forms of innovation above, the most important and directly in contact with daily learning activities is the integration of character education in the learning process. The integration of character education through the learning process of all subjects in schools is now one of the widely applied models. This model has pursued with the paradigm that all teachers are character educators so that all subjects are also assumed to have a mission in shaping the noble character of students (Hendrowati & Suningsih, 2018). In addition to this model, there are also other models in character education in schools, such as the subject matter model in the form of its subjects, namely making character education a separate subject so that it requires a separate formulation of content standards, competency standards, and essential competencies, syllabus, RPP, teaching materials, learning strategies, and assessments at school. This model is not easy to implement and will add to the burden on students who have been given so many subjects. For this reason, the integration model of character education in subjects is considered more effective and efficient than the subject matter model.

Learning Development Models

1. ASSURE model

Before knowing further what the ASSURE model is, this paper first describes the learning model. According to Abdul Majid, the model is defined as a conceptual framework used to guide activity. Dewey (Joyce & Weil) in Abdul Majid defines the learning process as’ a plan or pattern that we can use to design face - to - face teaching in the classroom or tutorial setting and shape instructional material’ (a plan or pattern that we can use to design face - to - face classes or additional learning outside the classroom and to sharpen teaching materials)(Majid, 2014).

Based on this thought, the learning model is a conceptual framework and systematic procedures for organizing learning experiences to achieve specific learning goals, and serves as a guide for teaching designers and teachers in planning and implementing teaching and learning activities. Thus, teaching and learning activities are truly purposeful and systematically organized. Meanwhile, the ASSURE model, according to Afandi and Badarudin, is a model which is a formulation for Teaching and Learning Activities (KBM) or also called a class-oriented model. The ASSURE model is one of the guidelines and plans that can help to plan, identify, determine goals, choose methods and materials, and evaluate
Sharon Smaldino developed the ASSURE model, Robert Henrich, James Russell, and Michael Molenda in their book 'Instructional Technology and Media For Learning,' which is currently being translated into Indonesian and published by a publisher in Indonesia. Some of the benefits of the ASSURE learning design model (Prawiradilaga, 2009) include:

a. Simple, relatively easy to implement
b. Because it is simple, the instructor can be developed himself.
c. The components of teaching and learning activities are complete.
d. Learners can be involved in the preparation of teaching and learning activities.

Learning using the ASSURE model has several stages or steps that can help achieve useful and meaningful learning for students. These stages by Smaldino et al. he called the ASSURE model, which stands for the components or necessary steps contained therein, including:

a. **A**: Analyze Learner (analyze the characteristics of students)
b. **S**: State Standards And Objectives (set standards and learning objectives)
c. **S**: Select Strategies, Technology, Media, and Materials (choosing strategies, technology, media, and teaching materials/materials)
b. **U**: Utilize Technology, Media and Materials (using technology, media, and learning materials)
a. **R**: Require Learner Participation (activate the involvement of students)
c. **E**: Evaluate and Revise (evaluate and revise)

The advantages of the ASSURE model are as follows:

a. These components include student analysis, formulation of learner objectives, learner strategies, delivery systems, assessment of learning processes, and learning assessments.
b. They often held remedially. Also, this model promotes students in terms of the learning process, learning types, prerequisite abilities.
c. Small groupings are held, such as grouping students into independent learning and team learning. It implies that educators to deliver material and manage class activities
d. Educators can be applied to this model themselves

The disadvantages of the ASSURE model are as follows:

a. Does not cover a particular subject
b. Although there are relatively many components, not all components of the learning design are included.
c. This model emphasizes the delivery of material and classroom management.
d. Other aspects that have an impact on the learning process are not detected
e. This model is used to guide an educator in how to manage and create teaching and learning interactions
f. To be able to motivate proper learning
g. In order for educators to be more creative and, cooperation between educators and students can be developed well with this KBM model.

2. **ADDIE model**

According to Benny A. (2009), there is one learning design model that is more generic, namely the ADDIE (Analysis Design-Develop-Implement-Evaluate) model (Sari, 2017). ADDIE emerged in the 1990s, developed by Reiser and Molenda. One of ADDIE’s functions is to become a guide in building training program tools and infrastructure that are effective, dynamic, and support the training performance itself. This model uses five stages of development, namely:

a. Analysis (analysis)
b. Design (design / design)
c. Development (development)
d. Implementation (implementation / execution)
e. Evaluation (evaluation / feedback)

This product development steps, research, and development model is more rational and more complete than the 4D model. This model has similarities with the database system development model previously described. The core activities at each stage of development are almost the same. Therefore, this model can be used for various forms of product development, such as models, learning strategies, learning methods, media, and teaching materials. The advantages of the ADDIE model are that it is simple and easy to learn and its systematic structure. As we know that the ADDIE model consists of 5
components that are interrelated and structured systematically, which means that from the first stage to the fifth stage in its application, it must be systematic, it cannot be sorted randomly or we can choose which one we think we want first. (Astuti et al., 2017). Because these five stages/steps are straightforward when compared to other design models. It is simple and systematically structured so that educators will efficiently study this design model.

The weakness of the ADDIE model is that the analysis stage takes a long time. In this analysis stage, the designer/educator is expected to be able to analyze the two components of students first by dividing the analysis into two, namely performance analysis and needs analysis (Fitriyani & Rosalia, 2018). The two components of this analysis will later affect the length of the process of analyzing students before the learning stage is carried out.


Learning Planning Jerols E. Kemp of California State University in Sanjose developed the earliest Instructional Development model for education. The Kemp learning model guides the wearer to think about everyday problems and teaching goals. This model also directs instructional design developers to see the characteristics of students and determine appropriate learning goals. The next step is to specification the lesson content and develops a pre-test of the objectives that have been set. Next is to define strategies and steps in teaching and learning activities and learning resources to be used.

Furthermore, the material/content (content) is then evaluated based on the objectives that have been formulated. The next step is to identify and revise based on the results of the evaluation (Rusman, 2012). The Kemp model learning design planning can be used at the primary, secondary school, and college levels. The Kemp model learning design is designed to answer three questions, namely:

a. What should students learn?

b. What / how is the procedure and what learning resources are appropriate to achieve the desired learning outcomes (desire, media, and learning resources used).

c. How do we know that the expected learning outcomes have been achieved (evaluation)?

Kemp says learning design has many interconnected parts and functions to accomplish the desired. Kemp's instructional model is revolving. According to Kemp, each development step involves revision as it starts at any point in the cycle (Kariadinata, 2020). Kemp model development lets developers start from any component. However, because Indonesia's national curriculum is goal-oriented, the development process should start from the goal. Kemp developed the earliest education design model. The Kemp model guides students about everyday problems and learning goals. This model also directs instructional design developers to see student characteristics and determine appropriate learning goals. The next step is to specify the lesson and develop a pre-test of set goals. Next, identify strategies and steps to be used in teaching and learning activities and learning resources.

Furthermore, the material/content (content) is then evaluated based on the objectives that have been formulated. The next step is to identify and revise based on the evaluation results. The importance of this discussion is that we can understand how the J.E Kemp model of learning can be applied in the learning process in the classroom.

According to Kemp, learning design consists of many interconnected components and functions and must be done logically to achieve what is desired in order to be oriented towards a comprehensive learning design. So that elementary and middle school teachers, college lecturers, trainers in the industry, and media experts will work as instructional designers. The Kemp model is an approach that prioritizes a flow that is used as a guide in the preparation of program planning, where the flow is a systematic series that connects the objectives to the evaluation stage. The components in this Kemp learning model can stand alone so that at any time, each component can be revised. The stages in developing learning tools according to the Kemp model (Defina, 2018), namely:

a. Instructional Problems; At this stage, a goal analysis is carried out based on the learning problems contained in the curriculum that applies to the study material that will be developed by the device.

b. Learner Characteristics; At this stage, an analysis of the characteristics of the students will be carried out as the place for implementing the device. The characteristics referred to include traits, abilities, and experiences both as individuals and as groups. Sources for obtaining student characteristics include teachers, school principals, or relevant documents—personal characteristics such as age, attitude, and persistence towards lessons.
c. **Task Analysis;** Task analysis is a breakdown of course content in the form of an outline to master the content of the study material or learn skills that include cognitive skills, psychomotor skills, and social skills. This task analysis includes content structure analysis, procedural analysis, concept analysis, and information processing. Content structure analysis is carried out by looking at the curriculum, while procedural analysis is an analysis of tasks carried out by identifying the stages of task completion in order to obtain a task map. Concept analysis is carried out by identifying the main concepts to be taught and arranging them systematically according to the order of presentation and detailing the relevant concepts. The results of this analysis will obtain a concept map. Information processing analysis is carried out to classify the tasks that will be carried out by students during learning by considering time allocation. This information processing analysis will produce coverage of concepts or tasks to be taught in learning that is contained in a lesson plan.

d. **Instructional Objectives;** The formulation of learning objectives is a specific learning objective (an indicator of learning outcomes) obtained from the results of the objective analysis carried out at the learning problem stage.

e. **Content Sequencing;** At this stage, the contents of the subject matter to be taught are sorted first. According to Posner and Strike, five aspects need to be considered in sequencing the subject, namely prerequisite knowledge, familiarity, difficulty, interest, and student development. After the subject matter is sorted, the next step is to determine the initial learning strategy.

f. **Instructional Strategies;** The learning strategies used to describe the sequence and methods of learning to achieve predetermined goals.

g. **Instructional Delivery;** The method of delivery is determined based on the objectives and learning environment, which can be the classical, group, or individual in nature.

h. **Evaluation instruments** (test learning outcomes); are prepared based on specific learning objectives that have been formulated. The assessment criteria carried out are benchmark reference assessments so that the learning outcome tests developed must be able to measure the level of achievement of specific learning objectives.

i. **Instructional Resources;** Factors to consider in making learning media that will be used are commercial availability, procurement costs, time to provide it, and fun for students.

j. **Revision;** Revision of learning tools is intended to evaluate and improve the learning tools developed. Revision of the device is carried out through the analysis stage by experts, the results of learning simulations, the results of the trial I, and the results of trial II.

k. **Formative Evaluation;** Formative assessment is an assessment that is carried out after every unit of the learning process. This assessment is useful for finding weaknesses in lesson planning so that these deficiencies can be avoided before the program is widely used.

l. **Planning and Project Management;** Influence the success of the development design. Planning learning is a complex process that requires device developers always to pay attention to each element and continuously reassess the relationship of each part of the plan with the overall order because each element can influence the development of other elements.

m. **Summative Evaluation;** Summative evaluation is directed at measuring how far the primary learning outcomes are achieved at the end of all learning. It can also be a follow-up activity for students after they have completed a learning program to determine whether and how they use and apply knowledge, skills, and the attitude he learns in the learning program.

n. **Support Services;** Support services include the availability of budgets, facilities, materials, equipment, staff capabilities, teachers, learning designers, experts, and so forth.

The advantages of the Kemp learning model are that in this Kemp learning model, every time to take a step or procedure, there is a revision first, which is used to go to the next stage. The goal is that if there are deficiencies or errors at that stage, improvements can be made first before moving on to the next stage. At the same time, the weakness of the Kemp learning model is that Jerold E. Kemp’s learning model is slightly inclined towards classical learning or learning in class (Defina, 2018). Therefore, the role of the teacher here has a significant influence because it is demanded in the framework of teaching programs, evaluation instruments, and teaching strategies.

4. **Dick & Carey models**

Various models can be developed in organizing teaching. One of them is the Dick and Carrey learning model. The learning steps include (1) identifying the general objectives of learning, (2) carrying
out teaching analysis, (3) identifying input behavior and student characteristics, (4) formulating performance goals, (5) developing benchmark reference test items, (6) developing teaching strategies, (7) developing and selecting teaching materials, (8) designing and implementing formative evaluations, (9) revising learning materials, (10) designing and conducting summative evaluations (Suryani, 2013). According to Uno (2007), in general, the use of the Dick and Carrey teaching model (Mahroji, 2015) is as follows:

a. The Dick and Carrey model consists of 10 steps. Each step is very clear about its purpose and purpose, so for novice designers, it is very suitable as a basis for studying other design models.
b. The ten steps in the Dick and Carrey model show an evident and unbroken relationship between one step and another. In other words, the system in Dick and Carrey is very concise, but its content is reliable and transparent from one order to the next.
c. The first step in the Dick and Carrey model is to identify teaching objectives. This step is very much following the curriculum, both in tertiary institutions and middle and elementary schools, especially in certain subjects that have learning objectives in the curriculum to be able to produce a learning design.

The use of the Dick and Carrey model in the development of a subject is intended so that: (a) at the beginning of the learning process, students or students can know and be able to do things related to the material at the end of learning, (b) there is a link between each component, especially strategy learning and the desired learning outcomes, (c) implementing the steps that need to be taken in planning the learning design (Faishol, 2018). The advantages of the Dick and Carrey model are as follows:

a. Every step is transparent so that it can be followed
b. Organized, effective and efficient in implementation
c. Is a model or a detailed learning plan, so that it is easy to follow
d. There is a revision in instructional analysis, which is an excellent thing because if an error occurs, changes can be made to the instructional analysis immediately before the errors in it affect the errors in the components after that
e. The Dick & Carey model is complete in components, almost covering everything needed in a lesson plan.

The weaknesses of the Dick and Carrey model are as follows:

a. Rigid, because every step has been determined
b. Not all teaching and learning procedures can be developed according to these steps
c. Not suitable to be applied in large-scale learning
d. It was not clear when the trial should be carried out, and revision activities were only carried out after the formative test was held
e. At the stages of developing learning outcomes tests, learning strategies as well as developing and assessing learning materials, it is not clear whether there is an expert's assessment (validation).
f. There are too many procedures that must be done by the teacher in carrying out the learning process

5. Gerlach & Ely model

Gerlach and Ely designed a learning model that is suitable for all groups, including elementary schools, as it contains a suitable strategy for students to use when receiving the material to be delivered. Gerlach and Ely 's model also stipulates the use of educational technology products as media for material delivery. This model is an attempt to describe graphically, a systematic method of planning learning. It shows an excellent overall teaching and learning process in this model despite not describing the details of each component. This model shows the relationship between one element and another and presents a pattern of sequence that can develop into a good learning process.

The advantages of the Gerlach and Ely Learning Model differ from other learning models. The most apparent difference is holding a pre-test (initial test) before teaching and learning activities. The pre-test is a stage deemed necessary because the teacher does not know the students ' characteristics. Gerlach and Ely's learning models are also very meticulous in learning activities, as evidenced by holding pre-test (initial test), learning strategies, learning groupings, and feedback. Besides having advantages, the Gerlach and Ely learning models also have a few shortcomings, including no stage to identify student characteristics to at least overwhelming the teacher in analyzing student learning needs during the learning process, and students are reluctant to express their views. Following Gerlach and Ely (Harjanto, 2010), the learning steps consist of:
a. **Formulate learning objectives;** In learning objectives to formulate what abilities students must have at a certain level of learning so that after completing certain subjects, students can have predetermined abilities.

b. **Determine the content of the material;** The content of the material must be following the objectives to be achieved. Therefore, what will be taught to students should be selected a more specific subject.

c. **Assessment of Entrepreneur Behaviors;** Students' initial abilities are determined by giving a preliminary test. Knowledge of students' initial abilities is essential for teachers to be able to provide the right portion of lessons.

d. **Determination of Strategy;** A learning strategy is an approach that teachers use in manipulating information, selecting sources, and determining the role of students in teaching and learning activities.

e. **Organization of Groups;** The teacher must plan how the study group will be organized.

f. **Allocation of Time;** Time use plans will vary based on the subject matter, formulated objectives, available space, and others.

g. **Allocation of space;** Room allocation is specified by answering whether learning objectives can be used more effectively by independent and free learning.

h. **Alternative of Resources;** Choosing the media is determined according to the agreed-upon student responses so that its function is not only as a stimulus for student learning stimuli.

i. **Evaluation of Performance;** The evaluation instrument is developed based on the formulation of objectives and must be able to measure student success correctly and effectively.

j. **Analysis of Feedback;** Feedback is the last stage of the development of this instructional system—feedback data obtained from evaluations, tests, observations, and responses about instructional efforts.

The characteristics of the Gerlach and Ely learning models are as follows:

a. The creators or developers compiled logical theoretical.

b. The foundation of thinking about what and how students learn (learning objectives to be achieved)

c. The teaching attitudes necessary for the model to be implemented successfully.

d. The learning environment necessary for the learning objectives to be achieved.

**DISCUSSION**

The learning model is a plan or a pattern that is used as a guide in planning classroom learning. This model is a general pattern of learning behavior to achieve the expected competence/learning objectives. According to Joice & Weil, the learning model is a pattern or plan that has been planned in such a way and is used to compile a curriculum, organize subject matter, and provide instructions to teachers in their class (Nurdyansyah & Fahyuni, 2016). There are several learning models, namely as follows:

1. **Cooperative Learning**

   The cooperative learning model is a learning activity in groups to work together to help each other construct concepts, solve problems, or inquire. According to theory and experience so that the group is cohesive (cohesive-participative), each member of the group consists of 4-5 people, heterogeneous students (ability, gender, character), there is control and facilitation and asks for responsibility for group results in the form of reports or presentations. The cooperative learning syntax is information, strategy-briefing, forming heterogeneous groups, group work, presentation of group results, and reporting.

2. **Contextual Teaching and Learning**

   Contextual learning is learning that begins with an oral presentation or question and answer (friendly, open, negotiated) related to the real world of student life (daily life modeling), so that you will feel the benefits of the material to be presented, learning motivation emerges, the world of students' minds becomes concrete. The atmosphere becomes conducive - comfortable and pleasant. Contextual learning archives are student activities, students do and experience, not just watching and taking notes, and developing socialization skills.

3. **TGT (Teams Games Tournament)**

   The application of this model by heterogeneous grouping students, the assignment of each group can be the same with a different bias. After obtaining the assignment, each group worked together in the
form of individual work and discussion. Strive for cohesive and cohesive group dynamics and a growing sense of competition between groups, a comfortable and pleasant atmosphere of discussion, such as in games, namely by the way the teacher is open, friendly, gentle, polite, and there are odorous dishes. After finishing the group work, present the group results so that a class discussion occurs.

CONCLUSION
Planning can explain as a process of preparing things to be done in the future to achieve a predetermined goal. Planning is also a managerial process in determining what to do, how to do it, and what to achieve. Achieving goals, outlines, and work programs are developed. Therefore, learning preparation is a decision-making process arising from thinking around specific learning goals and objectives, including behavioral changes and a series of activities that must be carried out to achieve such goals by using all existing potential and learning resources. Ki Hajar Dewantara said that learning was nothing but education. Learning is nothing but the purpose of education by providing knowledge or knowledge and skills, the meaning of which is the interaction of learning and teaching that takes place as a process of mutual influence between teachers and students in Indonesia, where there is a relationship or communication of interaction, namely teachers teaching on the one hand and students learning on the other. Innovative character education was pursued in response to several weaknesses in the implementation of morals and character education (character education), primarily through Religious Education and Citizenship Education. The following innovations are:

3. Character education is integrated into all subjects. The integration includes preparing values in all subjects and implementing learning activities that facilitate the application of values for all subjects in and outside the classroom.

4. Character education is also integrated into the implementation of student development activities.

5. Also, character education is carried out through management activities of all school affairs involving all school members.
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